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From the Commander's Hatch…..
Draft Code of Training for the School of Armour

B

rigadier Alistair Irwin, once
said, “Never underestimate
your soldiers. Never underestimates their capacity to scale the
heights, to achieve far more than
could ever reasonably be expected. Never underestimate their
capacity to let you down, to disappoint and frustrate you. Never underestimate their desire to be
praised, thanked and comforted.
Never underestimate their ability to
take your criticism, even your anger, on the chin when is deserved.
Never, in shot underestimates the
humanity of your soldier, nor the
very special place that they should
have in your heart.”
Army service remains unique
amongst professions. In volunteering to serve in the South African
Army you have accept a challenge
with many potential rewards.
It is a commitment that demands courage, initiative and
teamwork and presents opportunities to those who are keen enough
to identify and seize them.
Training in the army is about
training for success in combat and
conquering challenges. At the commencement of your military career
there appears to be no greater
challenger than transition into service life itself: it is tough, but many
fine soldiers have succeeded before you and many more will follow.
Authority is bestowed on

you by virtue of your rank. Hold
yourself responsible and accountable for your decision and actions.
Anticipate and empathise with the
needs of your trainees, and be
measured in all your dealings with
them. Earn their trust, loyalty and
respect. Do no fraternise with trainees, it breaks down trust and respect. Act as a role model and as a
mentor, not a gatekeeper, and
trainees will strive to emulate your
values, character and professional
demeanour.
Know your trainees and care
for their safety and welfare. Encourage and build your trainees’
individual and team identity, common sense of purpose, selfconfidence and team spirit. Draw
on your experience to model, motivate and advice trainees on how to
confront the challenges of training.
Engage them in thinking activities
that broadens their views, and develop their judgement and ethical
behaviour. Communicate effectively to provide constructive feedback,
influence those trainees who easily
meet the training challenges to understand and help those who struggle.
Diversity adds strength and
depth to your team. Know your own
prejudice, strengths and weakness.
Be tolerant of differences in trainees’ knowledge, skill and levels of
understanding. Think about the ef(Continued on page 3)
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fect your words and actions will have on your
trainees. In your dealing with trainees from other service and other nations, acknowledge the
values of the SANDF, SA Army, SAAC and the
School of Armour and respect the cultures of
international trainees. Be culturally aware, and
do what is right and fair.
As a member of the School of Armour
and especially if you are an instructor use a
sense of humour to sustain your enthusiasm
and to reduce trainees’ frustration. Balance
your frustration with empathy for trainees who
need additional attention or assistance. Allow
your trainees to see that you want to help and
recognize that you want to help them and recognise that by doing the best you can for trainees they will give their best.
Look for opportunities to learn and master your profession. Build upon your competence by gaining experience and look for opportunities to practice. Never cheat, plagiarise
or claim the work of others as you own. Defend
your convictions intelligently with logic and evidence nor arrogance or prejudice. Understand
things will not always go your way and might
become frustrated. Do not take it out on others. Use your sense of humour to offset frustration.
Know the difference between tough
training and bullying. Tough training replicate
physical, emotional and mental stresses of
contemporary operating environment. Bullying
training is harmful, intimidating, humiliating or
embarrassing behaviour aimed at making a
person or persons miserable, demoralised and
lacking in self-confidence.
The oath to serve our country of birth,
the Republic of South Africa, as a soldier did
not include a contract for the normal luxuries
and comfort enjoy within our society. On the
contrary, it implied hardship loyalty and devotion to duty regardless of rank.
As servicemen and women in the

School of Armour, we will continue to hold our
reunions, we will remember and honour our
fallen, and we will welcome new faces and
succeeding new generations who will serve as
many of you have served.
We are really committed to constantly
improve the quality of service that we render to
our learners, our other customers and all the
people of our country.
Our challenge remains to get closer to
perfection and we realise that we have a long
way to get there and can never really be. However, that will not distract us to try to get closer.
We are striving to improve our effort, to do
much better than last year.
The School of Armour have now
opened the doors of leaning to those who seek
to learn.
Training to us as members of the
School of Armour is a fulltime and lifetime activity. As a responsive, training-centre and
quality driven training institution, we will develop our learners for innovation, leadership and
next level of utilisation in the armour corps and
promotion. Teach our trainers to utilise innovative simulator training and provide excellent
career focus training.
Undertake research that address real
training issues and use training education in
promoting optimal the mission, values, core
objectives and vision of the School of Armour
with integrity within the SA Armour Formation
and SA Army context.
We must accept our obligation to be
professional in our approach to training our
soldiers to ensure their safety, dignity and selfrespect and to maintain our standing as a professional training institution.
The South African National Defence
Force Code of Conduct will guide you as you
confront these challenges and as you shape
yourself for life in the profession of arms and in
the service of your nation. I wish good soldiering.

Compassionate Care
Chaplain David Makobe

C

ompassionate care is the basis of a healing ministry. The word ‘’Compassion”
means more than caring for someone. It actually means to suffer with others and to be in
solidarity with the sufferers. Henri Nouwen

once said, “Compassion asks us to go where it
hurts, to enter the places of pain.” Similarity
Puchalski (200/a) wrote, “Compassionate care
calls physicians to walk with people in the
(Continued on page 4)
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midst of their pain, to be partners with patients
rather than experts dictating information to
them”(p. 352).
When members of the South African
National Defence Force are engulfed with pain
within the Unit lines or in the theatre, we
(Chaplains) will focus on the victims and their
immediate families. As chaplains our moral
grounding for compassionate care is that we
treat victims, and patients as fellow human beings, created in God’s image and for whom
Christ died. That is why they deserve our attention care. Mother Theresa said that when
she served the poor and dying, she was serving the Lord whom she loved. It is love that
compels us to reach out to the needy, to journey with the sick and suffering in spite of our
own fears and needs.
Compassion makes a real difference in
the quality of care. Although love facilitates
healing and recovery through many channels
from the quality of interaction with patients and
their loved ones to the communication of the
true human worth.
However, there are limits to compassion. Without proper self-care and spiritual
support, and without the necessary inner resources, sooner or later we (Chaplains) will

reach a point of physical and psychological
exhaustion.
In order to show unconditional love to
others, we need to cultivate love and kindness
in ourselves. Without proper self-care, our love
for others is diminished, because we will not
have much to offer, even when we want to
give all of ourselves. We need rest and solitude and to renew ourselves. In conclusion,
we need to form a support group which will
help young widows and widowers to cope with
the loss of their loved ones. In times of grief
and confusion, we all need someone to whom
we can turn, someone who will listen and who
will care.

School of Armour takes Top Honours
Lt Col JCC Kruger

T

he sixth SA Army Combat Rifle Shooting
Evaluation was presented over the week
of 11 to 16 March 2013 at the Small Calibre
Classification Shooting Range at the General
De Wet Training Area of the Army Support
Base Bloemfontein.
The competition consisted of a standard Table 2 Evaluation, exactly the same format as the quarterly shooting evaluations required by Combat Readiness and an Adapted
Table 2 Evaluation that included exercises
based on the Combat Rifle Shooting Sport
Code.
This year the teams were not divided
into two details, but the entire team shot in one
detail. A new scoring system was utilised that
worked excellent.
The international countries present at
the evaluation were Botswana, the United
Kingdom, Zambia and a Scottish Transport

Regiment (UK TA Reserve Regiment).
The SA Army Infantry Formation was
responsible for the evaluation and 44 Parachute Regiment hosted the Shooting Evaluation.
The School of Armour team came first
in the Regular Force Unit category and the
team obtained a Gold medal. The three Regular Force Armour units were in the top 10 of
the 32 teams that participated.
In the unit team category the results
looks as follows:
1st School of Armour – 2 895
2nd Infantry School – 2 735
3rd 1 Special Service Battalion – 2 721
4th Botswana Defence Force – 2 607
5th 44 Parachute Regt – 2574
6th School of Tactical Intelligence – 2 470
7th Headquarters, 43 Brigade – 2 465
(Continued on page 5)
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Kneeling (fltr): Lt Col J.C.C. Kruger, S Sgt J.J. Strydom, S Sgt E.A. van Coller, WO 2 J.M. Etsebeth
(Team Manager).
Standing (fltr): S Sgt R.E. Brummer (Team Coach), Maj W. De Jongh, WO 2 P.A.M. Eloff, Col M.W. Nondala (OC School of Armour), WO 2 W.E. Jansen van Rensburg, S Sgt R.C. Els, Maj H.Terblanche
(Continued from page 4)

8th – 1 SA Tank Regiment – 2 383
The School of Armour achieved a third position in the White Horse Competition (Regular
Forces versus Reserve Forces) and obtained
a Bronze medal. Two Armour units ended
amongst the top 4 teams.
1st Vrystaat Artillerie Regiment (VAR) – 3 004
2nd Wits Rifles – 2 925
3rd School of Armour - 2895
4th Regiment President Steyn (RPS) – 2 848
The individual ranking of the Regular Force
members were:
1st Lt Col J.C.C. Kruger (SoA) – 424
4th Capt C. Ihlenveldt (1 SSB) – 400
8th WO 2 P.A.M. Eloff (SoA) – 381
9th Tpr M.F. Sibeko (1 SSB) – 379
10th Tpr R. Prinsloo (1 SSB) – 378
11th Maj W. De Jongh (SoA) – 371
17th SSgt K. Thloloe (1 SATR) – 354

19th Cpl C. Diedericks (1 SSB) – 353
24th SSgt E.A. van Coller (SoA) – 353
27th Maj H. Terblanche (SoA) – 349
30th SSgt R.C. Els (SoA) – 343
39th WO 2 W.E. Jansen van Rensburg (SoA)
– 338
40th SSgt J.J. Strydom (SoA) – 335
In the Gold Cup Competition (Inter Reserve
Force teams) the results were as follows:
1st Wits Rifles – 2 121
2nd VAR – 2 109
3rd RPS – 2 004
4th First City Regiment – 1 828
On the Saturday the A and B teams of both
the Regular Force and Reserve Force units
competed against the international teams. The
SA Army teams consisted of the top 20 shottists of the respective forces. The final team
results of the teams that participated in the
(Continued on page 6)
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Best of the Best Competition were as follows:
1st Reserve Force A - 2 278
2nd Regular Force A - 2 158
3rd Regular Force B – 2 131
4th Reserve Force B – 2 015
5th Botswana – 1 927
6th 2nd Bn Royal Welsh -1 723

7th Zambia – 1 644
8th Scottish Transport Regt – 1 343
“Congratulations to all the unit teams and the
individuals with their achievements and thank
you for the members that supported these
members.”

Rank categories achievers of the SAAC were as follows:
Regular Force
Reserve Force
Major – Lt Col Category
st
1 Lt Col J.C.C. Kruger (SoA)
2nd Maj L.A. Korff (RPS)
3rd Maj H.H.P. Stark (Regt Mooirivier)
1st Capt C. Ihlenveldt (1 SSB)

CO – Capt Category
2nd Lt P. Bekker (RPS)
Sgt – WO 2 Category

1st WO 2 P.A.M. Eloff (SoA)
Pte/Tpr – Cpl Category
nd

2 Tpr M.F. Sibeko (1 SSB)
3rd Tpr R. Prinsloo (1 SSB)

From the Podium
MWO E. Helm
he military profession is one of the oldest
in the history of mankind. Through the ages a wide variety of customs, practices and
traditions have developed, which today forms
an integral part of the soldier’s way of life.
These practices and traditions not only serve
as a link with the past, but lend some colour to
the military profession and promote unit pride
and esprit de corps.
Military traditions cannot be brought or
created at will. These are cultural features that
have become part of the military lifestyle
through the years.
Col M.W. Nondala officially opening the new
Military parades are probably the best
podium
known of the soldier’s practices and traditions.
The word ‘parade’ was derived from the Latin
word ‘paratio’, which means preparing for. The
era of formal warfare entailed assembling and
moving large numbers of soldiers. The inhabitants of ancient Egypt had already instituted an
elementary form of drill to control these masses of soldiers.
Modern drill and parade work originated
in the 6th Century BC, when the Greeks developed the phalanx as a battle order and it became necessary for the solders to keep in

T
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step. The phalanx comprised between 4 000
to 6 000 men, who were arrayed in a rectangular formation of eight to sixteen rows and
marched against the enemy in this fixed formation. Therefore, in order to maintain this formation, the soldiers had to stay in step.
The ceremonial military parade in its
simplest form sterns from mans’ inherent love
for display. Ceremonial parades enhance the

A
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pride, morale and esprit de corps of the unit.
Today, ceremonial parades constitute
the highest form of military compliment and
are used throughout the world during the commemoration of important events and to pay
tribute to dignitaries and the recipients of medals and other distinctions.
Let us, the current serving members,
uphold the history and traditions of the SANDF
and our unit.

The 2013 Commencement of Training Ceremony

s is the custom within the School of Armour, at the beginning of the new financial year each April, unit members gather on
the unit’s parade ground for a rather special
parade – namely the Commencement of
Training Ceremony. 2013 was no exception,
so as the last of the autumn sunshine disappeared under a glowing Free State horizon,
Col M.W. Nondala, the Officer Commanding of
the School of Armour officially opened the new
Training year within the unit.
The Beginning of Training Ceremony is
a public commitment by all members of the
School of Armour to strive for excellence in all
that they will execute during the next training
year. The parade begins with all members of
the unit taking their respective places within
the parades seating plan. Seated on the eastern (right) side of the parade are all the Training Personnel of the unit; while seated on the
west (left) are all the Support Personnel.
Once all is in place, the RSM of the
School of Armour, MWO E. Helm marched in
the unit colours. The functionary for the pa-

rade, Col M.W. Nondala then marched in, followed by the lighting of the Flame of the Armour by the RSM.
Lt Col J. Veldman, the ETD Wing Command, on behalf of the Training Personnel of
the unit, then read the Training Personnel
commitment.
This was followed by the Support Commitment, which was read by Lt Col P. Motsima, the Support Wing Commander.
Colonel Nondala then delivered his keynote address in which he urged all the members of the unit to strive for excellence in all
their endeavours throughout the new training
year and to keep the unit’s motto always in
mind – Scientia Vires Est – Knowledge is
Power.
On completion of the parade, a formal
function was held at the Garrison Hall of the
South African Armour Museum to celebrate
the . During the function, a special gift and a
certificate was handed to “Oom Gert”, the unit
barber, who after 41 years of service, retired
on 31 March 2013.
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Training and Support Personnel march in.
Col M.W. Nondala taking the salute
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The Unit Colours are marched in.

The RSM lights the Flame of the Armour

After 41 years service as the unit barber, “Oom
Gert” retired at the end of March 2013. The unit
presented him and his wife with a special gift
and a certificate as a sign of its appreciation.

New unit members with Col Nondala
and MWO Helm
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The 28th School Of Armour Prestige Golf Day
Maj Alan Muller
he annual and 28 School of Armour pres- portant event on the Unit calendar.
tige golf day was held on 23 and 24 May
Only two years to go before it will be the
2013. The sponsor function was presented in 30th School of Armour Prestige Golf Day.
the Unit Club on the evening of 23 May and
the golf day was played on 24 May at the
Bloemfontein Golf Club.
Eighteen sponsor teams
participated in the Golf Day. Brigadier General Chris Gildenhuys, our
GOC, and CWO Abel Mabote, our
Formation Sergeant-Major were
also present. This year we where
fortunate to have good weather and
all members enjoyed the golf, wet
holes and function afterwards.
The winners of the day were
the team from the SA Army Foundation.
Thanks to all the School of
Armour golfers that help with the
planning and execution of this im-

T
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The Armour Training Wing
The Beacon of Armour Training

“T

Lt Col D.G. Reshane, Armour Training Wing Commander

he Army Strategy 2030 requires that
the SA Army must remain battle-ready
to deal with the complex battle space and scenarios of the future in a wide variety of environments. It emphasized the development and
cultivation of a balanced landward capability.” (Future Army Strategy: Bi-monthly reading
folder March 2009)

“Wars cannot be avoided, they can only be
postponed”
Marchaviello
What does this entail when we look at it
from the training and development of Junior
Leaders perspective?
First, to enable any armed force to advance with firepower and enhanced mobility
with protection, one must consider armour as
a vital component to achieving the objective.
This entails training of junior commanders on
the Prime Mission Equipment (PME).
The Armour Training Wing is the key
sub-unit of the School of Armour that develops
(Continued on page 10)
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and nurtures the training of junior leaders on
the PMEs. The emphasis is the driving and
maintenance, gunnery, crew commanding and
troop commanding. When trainees leave the
wing when the course is finished, they can effectively be utilised as troop commanders and
troop sergeants

The Armour training wing is supporting
the 2030 Army Strategy by providing more
qualified leader groups. Whilst utilising the resources allocated optimally and achieving the
objectives of providing quality training for the
junior leaders of the Armoured Corps. The
wing and its staff will continue to provide training and developing leadership skills for many
generations to come.

Ratel Driving and Maintenance Course
CO L. Jooste
he Ratel Driving and Maintenance Course
started on Monday, 28 January 2013 at
the Specialised Equipment Branch, School of
Armour. The course started with a greeting
from the Officer Commanding of the School of
Armour, Col M.W. Nondala. This was followed
by a briefing by the Wing Commander, Lt Col
D.G. Reshane and Branch Commander, Capt
B.E. Bosman on what we were to expect from
the course.
We were placed in the capable and experienced hands of the instructors. Their approach towards us was very professional. The
lectures were presented on a very high standard and it was clear that they had excellent
subject knowledge. Given the fact that many a luxury car on the road, the centralised posiof us as learners were already qualified as tion of the Ratel’s driving compartment, made
Rooikat and Olifant drivers, our instructors judging my position in the road a bit trickier.
treated us with respect and acknowledged our Yet, with the patience and guidance of our exexperience. For the first week, the branch in- perienced instructors, we soon got the hang of
structors qualified learners who did not have a it.
military license. Thereafter the actual lectures
As the course ended, I could not help
on the Ratel 6x6 ICV started.
but remember the Ratel engine’s benchmark
It was a great pleasure to be taught on high pitched whining; and how I looked forthe predecessor of our beloved Rooikat and ward to hearing it alongside its younger and
while handling the old steed, I started to un- stronger cousin – the Rooikat – again.
derstand where it got its name. The Ratel is
truly a tough and trustworthy vehicle, capable (The Eland Armoured Car is the predecessor of the
Rooikat Armoured Car and not the Ratel. Ed.)
of rendering good service to the SA Army,
even at its old age.
During the practical phase, the instructors quickly got us orientated with the Ratel’s
engine, suspension, braking and steering systems. Though there were many similarities
with the Rooikat’s engine, there were also
some very obvious differences. Yet, the high
quality of instruction quickly erased any possible confusion.
It took me a while to get used to driving
the Ratel ICV. While the Rooikat handles like

T
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ZT3-A2 Gunnery Course
Cpl M.L. Taso
n arrival at the Specialised Equipment
I enjoyed the course thoroughly and
Branch on 11 March, we were warmly learned a lot during my stay at the School of
welcomed by the Branch Commander, Capt Armour. It was a very good learning experiB.E. Bosman, who gave us instructions con- ence and I enjoyed the friendships made.
cerning the course and what was expected of
us for the duration of our stay at the School of
Armour, and more specifically, the Specialised
Equipment Branch, ZT3 A2 Gunnery Course.
We were placed in the capable hands
of the well-trained and experienced instructors. Their approach towards us as learners
were very professional at all times and they
were determined to get us qualified as ZT3
Gunners. The lectures, which were presented
to us as learners, were of a high standard and
we enjoyed the facilitation process. The
course is very simulator orientated and therefore we had to do numerous simulator exercises in order to be gunnery qualified at the end
of the day.
Some of the learners were slower in
passing these exercises than others which
meant that there was a little bit frustration
amongst us.
The final week of the course was very
disappointing because we could not execute
the practical phase, which was to move out to
General De Wet training area to do live firing
of the Ingwe 2 missile. The reason for this was
due to a shortage of medical support and
therefore the exercise had to be postponed. At
the closing address of the ZT3-A2 Gunnery Good luck to the Branch with all the courses,
Course Capt Bosman informed the course that which they have to present in the months to
the three best learners would have an oppor- come.
tunity at the end of the year with the final ZT3
Course to shoot their missiles.

O

Rooikat Mk1D Driving And Maintenance
Armoured Car Branch
he course started on Monday 28 January hicle is 120 km/ and more data was discussed
2013. Some of the learners did not have in the lecture.
driver licenses, they had to write learner liOn completion of every learning event,
censes, and this process took the whole first an assessment would be conducted to check
week.
the progression of learners. The instructors
WO2 Vuthela presented the first lec- had to assess us because there were too
ture. This lecture was about the role and the much work, many components and many experformance data of the Rooikat MK 1D. This planations concerning the different types of
is a 28 ton Armoured car used for aggressive systems.
reconnaissance because it has better mobility
and firepower. The maximum speed of this ve(Continued on page 12)
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The summative assessments were conducted so that we as learners can proceed to
the next level of training, like simulators training, advanced driving, elementary driving, slalom track and night driving.
During the practical part, we were
taught exactly how the Rooikat MK 1D drives
on and off road. In this phase we started with
the starting up and switching off procedures of
the vehicle. All learners had to pass slalom
driving before going to the next level which is
obstacle crossing. We did advanced driving
and night during in order for us to be prepared
for being tested. We drove during the night.
The experience was definitely not the same,
but we truly enjoyed it.

Corbadus

Every time before you go and cross any
obstacle, the driver must do reconnaissance
first on the terrain to ensure that the vehicle
and the crew is safe. All the learners were
ready to be tested in the end and the majority
of the learners passed their drivers licenses.
Now that the course is almost over, the
learners must prepare for the stable parade,
where we will be cleaning and do maintenance on all the vehicles that we used during
training.
The results are as follows for best overall learner:
1st Tpr R. Hendricks, 1 SSB –
97%.
2nd Tpr D.P. Tlhabadira, 1 SSB – 95%.
3rd L Cpl S.G. Moroe, 1 SSB 94%
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SANDF Examiners Course
Capt Mathabe
he First examiners course for 2013 started found competent after re-assessment on the
on 28 January and ended on 15 February theoretical part of 2-4 Government Gazette
2013 with 17 Learners. Maj M.P. van Wyk, the and he could not continue with the practical
second in command of the Driving and Mainte- part.
nance Centre, welcomed the learners. Roll call
We thank all the instructors of the Exand administration was done by Lt Pakwa.
aminers Branch because they have good efThe course content, both theory and fort and ability to do things. They were always
practical, was highly informative and we were ready and subjects specialist who were always
given exercises to prepare ourselves for the ready to render their assistance and support to
formative and summative assessment. As we learners.
know that some times learners do fail but givWords are not enough to express our
en second chance for the re-assessment we feelings, the only way to thank this Examiners
made use of the opportunity that was given to Branch is to go back to our unit and plough
us. Due to the assessment most of the time back the knowledge we acquired from this
we were busy studying striving for being com- learning program. The professionalism of the
petent at the end of the learning program.
leader group at Examiners Branch, as well as
The first two weeks of the course was their skills, attitude and knowledge were carvery stressful as learners we have to concen- ried over to the learners.
trate more on theoretical part because we
What we realized to be excellent examwere afraid if we get less points on each as- iners it is not only about the knowledge you
sessment it will have effect because at the end gained but also combined with the attitude and
all of the four summative assessment point skills. We believe that you will keep and maincombined, as it is required that a learner must tain the standard of the SANDF. We surely behave 252 marks to be competent and continue lieve that School of Armour is and will remain
with practical part of the course.
the School of Excellence with the facilities they
Unfortunately, only one learner was not have and the training standard they give.

T

Driving and Maintenance Instructors Course
By Maj Soekie Bierman
s usual, the year started on a high note
After burning the candle at both sides
with the first Driving and Maintenance In- in the first week, Capt van Zyl took pity on the
structors Course to be presented. The DMIN- learners and gave them extra assignments
STR 201301 course commenced on 21 Janu- just to keep them in line with and to add to
ary 2013 with 17 Learners whom looked for- their stress levels over the weekends. Reward to the next 10 weeks.
sponsibilities of a Driver, Defensive Driving
The first week started with the normal and the well-known General Automotive Prinadministration and then with a bang the learn- ciples were the subjects that were part of the
ers were thrown head first into the deep end theoretical phase.
when they had to start preparing lesson plans
The following week the learners were
to emulate the lessons which was presented taken to the Wepener training area where they
to them. The lesson plans took on varying de- were afforded the opportunity to practise drivgrees of success due to the various hand writ- ing various vehicles, which ranged from the
ing styles (have the branch not yet heard of SAMAG 120 up to the latest 7 tonners HINO
technology and the use of computers? – just and ISUZU vehicles. The vehicle that stood
asking?) Learners had to write everything to out for everybody was definitely the KWê,
the last full stop on paper throughout the early which not only tested the very brave amongst
hours of the night . . . many thought if they ra- the learners but also those with definite strong
ther could have done this course next year, muscles – no learner who drove this vehicle
the curriculum would have changed by then?
(Continued on page 14)
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will ever have their left leg feel the same due
to the “interesting clutch”. The final exercise
“Hell and Water” was definitely one of those
moments that helped bring most of the members of the course closer together.
The next week was the Gerotek phase
to which most of the learners looked forward
to although some had their reservations because they did not know what to expect. The
exercises were very interesting and informative and the facilitators managed to demonstrate their skills through every exercise. Even
the visit to the Nissan Factory at the end of the
week was a highlight and it was very informative for all the learners – even the chefs who
attended . . .
To be able to pass the practical phase
of the course, all learners had to be assessed
on four of the vehicles in the next week. The
facilitators therefore managed to pull off a
mean feat by completing a minimum of 60 assessments in a 4-day period – this does not
include all of the re-assessments, which also
had to be fitted into this time span.
One of the main things that this course
managed to teach all of the learners was the
importance of keeping all the equipment as
well as the working environment very clean –
a lot of time was spent on cleaning the lecture
rooms, hallways, vehicles as well as the stores
of the branch. This will definitely contribute to
all learners being much more cleanly at their
own units!
With a course average of 92,90%, only
15 learners managed to qualify as Driving and
Maintenance Instructors at the end of the
course on 28 March 2013.
With this final statement, we would like
to wish all of the newly qualified facilitators the
best of luck in their future endeavours concerning training drivers for the SANDF. The
learners on course managed to grow into a
tightly knit unit and with the knowledge and
experience they gained it can only be to the
advantage of all future learners. Experience
however is something that takes time to develop and cannot be bought – they are however
well on their way in gaining that experience
and helping to contribute to the overall safety
of our roads!
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UMR Rooikat Driver Retraining

A

External Training Wing

fter a vehicle accident with an UMR Rooikat, the SA Armour Formation tasked the
External Training Wing to conduct Rooikat
drivers re-training. Fourteen drivers reported
for the Programme, which consisted of theoretical concepts of driving the first week and
practical driving on the second week. The
learners, who by the way know everything of
driving, took in information like sponges and
realised that sometimes you just need to be
reminded of the importance of being a responsible driver.
The programme ended with a small
class competition where the learners had to
remove, axle hang and replace a wheel on a
Rooikat. Troop one won the competition with a
splendid time of 21 minutes (give or take a
couple of unrecognised words). Even with the
limited time we had for this programme, External Training Wing accomplished the set out
goal of sharpening up and reminding the re-

serve force units of their importance in this organisation. Hats off to all the instructors involved!!
The learners reported with the basic
knowledge of driving and left as safer drivers.
Worth mentioning, is the assistance we got
from Armoured Car Training Branch for the
equipment and the condition of their cars.
Thank you.

(Troop Two trying to figure out which wheel needs to be replaced with Sgt Matroos being more
than “helpful” on the left)

Inside Story Headline

2013 Safety Evaluations
At the start of a new training year it is time for
Safety Evaluations and it is the responsibility
of the External Training Wing to ensure that all
the Reserve Force Units have completed their
annual small calibre safety evaluation.
This is also an very important event for
the Reserve Rorce unit commanders as they

have to provide guards for their units and also
participate in unit shooting activities. The units
completed their training and evaluations on
the following dates:
Regiment President Steyn, 26 January 2013
with 70 learners.
(Continued on page 16)
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Members of Regiment
Oranjerivier in Cape Town
(Continued from page 15)

Regiment Oranjerivier, 18
February 2013 with 35
learners.
The Light Horse Regiment, 16 March 2013 with
30 learners.
Pretoria Regiment, 17
March 2013 with 40 learners.
Umvoti Mounted Rifles, 6
April 2013 with 90 learners.
Natal Mounted Rifles, 7
April 2013 with 68 learners, and
Regiment Mooirivier, 9
April 2013 with 39 learners.
Because the units
are all over the country,
detail preparations and
planning must be done by
the Wing to ensure the
effective execution of the
training and administration. The Wing also ensured that all members
that were found competent were issued with an
Members of Umvoti Mounted Rifles busy with the evaluations
applicable safety card.

Assessors Course ETDP
Lt Col P.P. Shingange
The ETD branch at School of Armour presented this course. The course was three
weeks long and all candidates were Facilitators qualified on entry and left Assessors
qualified at the end of the course. The first
part took us back to the Facilitators course
which some of us qualified in 2007. It taught
us that as an ETD practitioner qualified in
your specific field, you must keep current by
being involved in training or reading about the
latest development in your field. The assessors underpinning knowledge includes; Principle of assessment, principles and practices
of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), methods of assessment, potential barriers to assessment, feedback models, the principles of

mechanism of the National Qualifications
Framework (NQF), Assessment policies and
ETQA requirements and moderation requirement.
As the qualified assessor, you need to
keep up with these underpinning knowledge
in order to always have successful assessments. The new outcome based assessment
was compared with the old systems of evaluation; the whole course agreed that the new
system works much better than the old system. However, the SAAC as we do not compromise safety in our training. The new system will not work in some of our learning programmes we present, exceptions will have to
(Continued on page 17)
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be made. The Outcome Based Education (OBE) is the future; members of
School of Armour must start realizing
that and adjust to the new system. Members of School of Armour must be sensitised about the importance of OBE, and
start to qualify members in numbers all
fields of ETD practitioners. All learner assessors on the course are committed to
go back to their units and start implementing the new OBE assessment process. We start small, with determination
we will end up big.

T

Regimental Non-Commissioned Officer Course

he opening and welcoming address to the
students from 1 SSB, 1 SA Tank Regt,
Regiment President Steyn and the Army HQ
was made by the Officer Commanding of
School of Armour, Col Nondala, followed by a
briefing of what we were to expect from the
course by the Wing Commander, Lt Col Mangana Col Mangana motivated the students to
be positive, to work hard and have a good attitude and most of all to be disciplined. He inspired the students, as they are our future
leaders for the SANDF. We wish all the students the best of luck towards the course and
we salute our “Future Leaders.”
The instructors who have been chosen
to train us have given the students proper
training. The training is of a high standard as
the students learn different fields in the organisation and it sows that they are capable and
they will lead our organisation with selfconfidence and discipline.
Female learners experience of the RNCO
course
RNCO course has been a good platform for the student from the different units. It
has been a great exposure for each individual
who attended the course. The students had to
work together and most of all to have commitment towards the desired outcome of the
course.
The student had to learn to be confident
and to know their capabilities. On of the best
objectives that they had to do was to drill a
squad. It started to look difficult to some of the

students, but the patience of the Instructors
ensured that all of the students were found
competent at the end of the course.
We believe that the students will turn
out to be the backbones of the organisation.
They portrayed a good role, they were dedicated, passionate and most of all they know
why they are serving in the SANDF.
We salute the Instructors for being patient, loving, loyal and educated in terms of
knowing their work in the SANDF.
It has been a great journey and we believe that all the students will make use of the
knowledge that has been taught to them during the RNCO course. We are grateful for the
opportunity given to us, to be able to realise
our potential.
Male learners experience of the RNCO
course:
Our experience on the course can be
broken down into many different categories.
Going through each day was a different
challenge on its own. From walking up in the
morning to drilling on the parade ground the
entire day. It took a lot of guts, dedication, determination and courage.
The course had many stages. The first
stage was getting ourselves in the right state
of mind, because when we arrived here we
had different, and if I may say the wrong expectations. Our attitude towards the course
was not entirely sincere. Most of us came here
just hoping to learn how to drill and then leave.
(Continued on page 18)
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To our surprise, there was a lot more effort
that needed to be put in.
This course was not only about learning
how to drill. It was about learning how to become a future leader and accepting responsibility. Once we got that in order, we tackled
the theoretical stage of the course.
Our lectures were presented in a very
professional manner, enabling us to pass on
our first attempt without and re-write. Once we
concluded all our written assessments, we finally tackled the practical stage of the course.
The parade ground became our temporary home. We drilled until our bodies ached,
but it was worth it, because to the surprise of
our instructors we accomplished what we
needed to in just a little more than half the
time allocated.

route march under the command of the student on duty. As soon as the whistle went off,
it was clear that the students were determined
to make it a success; the route looked easy
until the ‘koeie camp’ when the group looked
to be splitting in to two, but soon remembered
that the aim of the exercise was teamwork and
they regrouped and increased the pace. With
just 10 minutes to go, the group stopped for a
water break and an inspiring team talk. As
soon as the command “pickup sticks” was given, everyone looked rejuvenated and a low
pitched song even broke out for a few
minutes. The learners made it home with just
a minute to spare. Although the distance was
short, the lessons learned about each other’s
strength, weaknesses and the important of
teamwork would go a long way in making the
learners understand the meaning of esprit de
corps and making them better leaders one day

The second Class Competition
Friday 8 February 2013 started just like
any other day for the students, but as soon as
the daily programme was discussed, the students had one question on their lips, SSgt Bruwer and Sgt Smuts smiled, the students all
agree on one thing, nothing makes them smile
this much like a sweating student. What are
they planning? The answer was revealed just
before lunch – a class competition.
With battle jackets, poles, canisters and
tyres on their backs, under the scorching
Bloemfontein heat the learners were informed
that they had forty minutes to complete a 6 km

In conclusion
This course was well presented by the
instructors and well executed by the students.
Together we made the course a great success
with all the efforts that we had put in. We
would like to thank the team at the NCO Training Branch for showing us the ropes and putting us on the map. We will never forget what
has been taught to us and we promise to
maintain the high standard. We will miss working with all of the instructors and hope to oneday work with them again in the future.

(Continued from page 17)

The 2013 Unit Work Session
By Lt S.M. Blignault
he unit work session was held over the ticipate.
period 14 and 15 February. It took place at
Later that day, Col William Nondala
the Jimmy Roos School near Dewetsdorp, gave his presentation after everyone introsome 85 km outside Bloemfontein.
duced himself or herself. It was a nice relaxed
When we arrive there, the schools so- atmosphere and everyone was at ease.
cial worker, Esmare gave us a short briefing
We were given small assignments and
about how the school functions. They usually that is where the brainstorming started. Astake children that have had problems with the pects’ surrounding the unit was discussed and
law and those that are orphans. They currently members came up with possible solutions.
house 116 children and are dependent on Everyone was involved and
state funding.
teamwork was encouraged.
Afterwards, Cimara, a teacher who hanAfter everything was
dles social environment and tourism of the finished we had a braai and
school, showed us around the property and all socialised until late in the
the outside activities in which the children par- evening.

T
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Esmare, the social worker giving her presenta- Col William Nondala delivers his briefing.
tion.

Cimara explains to Lt Col Veldman about the The Senior Cadre Grouping that attended the
work session. Where Douglas Green?
building.

Unit members exploring the terrain during
one of the breaks
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Visits from outside units
Lt S.M. Blignault
ince January this year, our unit have re- three Armour units and they attended a mobiliceived a few visits from outside units. ty demonstration hosted by the Armour TrainThey have visited us to learn more about the ing Wing.
Armour environment and to experience the
Members of the Navy visit also attendArmour culture.
ed an Armour Shot Action where they learnt
In April, we had visits from SA Air Force more about the culture and traditions of ArCollege and the Warrant Officer’s Academy mour first hand. These visitors left the School
and in May a visit from SA Navy College. All of Armour with pride in their heart and assured
these visitors were grateful that we accommo- us that they will visit us again in the near fudated them and assisted them through out the ture.
visit. They all had short briefings about the

S

SA Air Force College briefing and visit to the
mobility demonstration

The Warrant Officers Academy briefing and a
chance to ride on a Rooikat

The SA Navy
visitors listening
to the briefing,
and riding on
the Olifant Mk
1A
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The SA Navy visitors looking at the equipment and singing during the Armour Shot Action

JCSD Visit 2013

T

Lt S.M. Blignault

he Junior Command and Staff Duties
Course students visit the unit on 18 February. Eighty-nine students and facilitators
were present when the three Armour units
gave their briefing. After tea, it was the turn of
1 SAI, the Air Defence Artillery and 16 Squadron to give their presentations. After lunch, all
six units gave a static display of their capabili-

ties on the rugby field. Competent instructors
facilitate the students and introduce them to
the different vehicles and weapon systems.
A demonstration at the mobility range
gave the students a chance to drive on the
vehicles to get first hand experience. They left
the unit confident and happy with the
knowledge that their received.

The JCSD Course listening to the briefing and at
the static display on the
rugby field.
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Operation Rose
as told by Lt Col C.L. Engelbrecht, DSO, ED and Capt W.J. McKenzie
Edited by Maj D.F.S. Fourie
“The only amphibious landing by South African Forces at war - Madagascar 1942”
he beginning of June 1942 saw the 7th the South African Military College, VoortrekSouth African Infantry Brigade stationed at kerhoogte. I was engaged on a tactical exerBarberton under the command of Brigadier cise when a courier arrived to take me to PreG.T. Senescall, DSO, ED. The Brigade was toria in a staff car. Without any explanation,
made up of the Pretoria Regiment (OC Lt Col after being allowed only a few minutes to take
C.L. Engelbrecht, recently returned from Abys- farewell of my family, I was put on the train for
sinia), the First City Regiment (OC Lt Col Noel Barberton. At Barberton, Brigadier Senescall
Getliffe, DSO), the Pretoria Highlanders (OC told me that the Brigade had been ordered to
Lt Col Mason), an armoured car unit, A Durban by motor transport for exercise purSquadron, 1st Armoured Car Commando, SA. poses. The Brigadier bade to leave Barberton
Tank Corps (OC Maj. E.W.G. Vos) and an ar- before the Brigade for some reason, which he
tillery unit, as well as several support units. did not disclose. I was to act in his stead and
The Brigade was entirely motorized. This is an my first task was to draft the movement order.
account of the Pretoria Regiment's move to
The movement order was prepared at
Madagascar and some of its subsequent oper- once but, before it could be distributed, Brigaations as part of the 7th Brigade. These opera- dier Senescall returned briefly to explain that a
tions were to include the first amphibious oper- special task had been allotted to the Brigade.
ations in which South African troops, as far as All he would say was that the Brigade was not
is known, participated.
being sent very far and would not be away
The narrative is related by Lt Col C.L. long. That was the only information he would
Engelbrecht, and only by Captain W.J. or could disclose. His caution that the Brigade
McKenzie when specifically indicated.
"had to be prepared" was to be the prelude to
the most secret operation to which I was ever
While the Brigade was in training at party.
Barberton, I was sent on a refresher course to
Several days after Brigadier Senescall's
visit, Defence Headquarters
instructed the Brigade to entrain at Carolina. Twenty-four
hours ahead of the departure
time, I sent Captain D. B. H.
Grobbelaar, a company commander, with an advance
party to Durban. Entraining
was effected under cover of
darkness with trains leaving
at times scheduled by Defence Headquarters. Because of the number of
trains, different routes were
used. Some went via Piet Retief and others by way of
Standerton.
Senior Officers from British and South African forces at the march
The degree of secrecy
-past at Diego Suarez shortly after landing in Madagascar. Left to with which the move was acright: Rear Admiral Tennant, Brig F. Festine, DSO, Brig G.T. Sen- complished can be gauged
escall, DSO, Col Melville, Lt Col F. Emslie, Lt Col C.L. Engel- from the fact that when I saw
brecht, Officer Commanding the Pretoria Regiment, Brig W.A.
(Continued on page 23)
Dimoline, Lt Col Stockwell.
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the Divisional Commander, Major-General Manie Botha, at Carolina station just before I left
by the last train, he complained bitterly of how
Defence Headquarters had taken away his
Brigade without even telling him.
Once in Durban the Brigade, without
the customary embarkation leave, embarked
on several ships waiting in the harbour and it
was only then that I discovered that our destination was to be Madagascar. The intense secrecy was due to the belief that the Japanese,
if not already in occupation of the island, were
on their way. Under no circumstances should
they gain any inkling of the projected invasion
by a relatively weak joint British-South African
force.
The 7th Brigade reached Madagascar
and landed peacefully enough at Antsirane in
the neighbourhood of Diego Suarez. The Brigade was given the task of defending Diego
Suarez in the event of a landing by the Japanese or a counter-attack by Vichy French forces on the island. The role of the Pretoria Regiment was defence against any attack from the
west. This was expected to come from Basse
Point, a beautiful beach, overgrown with coconut palms, situated 20 miles from the harbour,
and considered to favour a Japanese landing.
While encamped at Damanakie, five miles
west of the harbour, the men of the Pretoria
Regiment were put to work digging trenches
on the high ground of Avrilquest, which overlooked the whole area from which the Japanese were expected, and gave clear fields of
fire.
Captain Grobbelaar's "C" Company
was ordered to post a standing patrol at Basse
Point so that a delaying action could be fought
if necessary.
Between Basse Point and Avrilquest,
the terrain was ideal for defence. The road
was good but, off the road, the ground was, for
the most part, quite impassable for vehicles.
The rugged surface was broken by small but
steep slopes that only infantry could negotiate.
Brigadier Senescall told me that, if an attacking force, too strong for the Brigade, should
land, the Pretoria Regiment would have to
hold them off long enough to allow the rest of
the Brigade to make good their escape by sea.
Although the Brigadier said that this would
mean that the Regiment would embark last,
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my opinion was that the job could only be
done successfully if the Regiment did not embark at all. In order to maintain morale and security, I withheld this information from all my
officers except Captain Grobbelaar and Lieutenant Basil Goldsworthy. Even then, I hesitated to tell them of my actual intentions.
I told Goldsworthy to make a thorough
reconnaissance of all the rugged terrain to our
left, as this was ideal for combat.
My intention was that Goldsworthy
should harass an enemy advance from Basse
Point, thus forcing the attackers to protect their
right flank. This should provide time for the
withdrawal of the remainder of the force. At
the same time, I arranged for the establishment of clandestine ammunition dumps. In the
event of our being unable to escape, these
would enable the Pretoria Regiment to engage
in guerrilla operations against the Japanese
rather than meekly to surrender. I decided not
to let Brigade Headquarters in on my plans.
One can usually count on higher authority to
dampen initiative.
In the meantime, the Regiment gained
some good experience from building strong
defensive positions on Avrilquest and the hard
work alleviated their boredom.
The initial fear of Japanese omnipotence at the beginning of 1942 had eventually
abated and we began to prepare for action
against the Vichy authorities on the island. On
9th September, "C" Company was detached
and given all available transport. Due to a
shortage of motorised vehicles, the remainder
of the battalion had to make do with bushcarts drawn by Malgache oxen - the carts that
had earned Mr Oswald Pirow, former Minister
of Defence, so much opprobrium when it was
found that South Africa had insufficient motor
vehicles for her army. The detached Company
and
its
commander,
Captain
Danie
Grobbelaar, passed under the direct operational command of the British 'Island Headquarters' for an operation against the French
along the east coast.
Early on the morning of September
24th, I was unexpectedly ordered to report to
HMS Birmingham for orders I took my adjutant, Captain W. J. McKenzie, and, proceeding
to Antsirani, we boarded the cruiser, which lay
at anchor in the harbour. We met Brigadier
(Continued on page 24)
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Senescall on board and were taken by him to
an order-group where he introduced us to Lt.Gen. Sir William Platt, KCB, CBE, DSO, General Officer Commanding East Africa, who had
flown in from Nairobi. Admiral Tennant was
also present. Captain McKenzie remembers
that Major-General Sir Bernard Freyberg, VC,
the New Zealander, was there as well as a
number of other senior officers of the three
services.
General Platt explained that the Vichy
French forces under Governor Annet were
persisting in their resistance and had no intention of surrendering. The rainy season was at
hand and soon it would become impossible to
operate. Approximately 900 miles south of Diego Suarez was another harbour called Tulear. This had to be captured, with considerable force, if necessary. The object was to secure a foothold in the south, with a view to the
complete occupation of the island of Madagascar. The Navy would take the Pretoria Regiment to Tulear to help in establishing a beachhead to enable General Platt to attack the
French in the rear, as a preliminary to capturing the capital, Tananarive. There was no reliable information on the strength of the French
at Tulear, although it was believed that there
was at least a company.
Captain McKenzie remembers that the
plan for the landing was then fully discussed
and takes up the narrative here. "The Naval
officers produced charts showing the safe approaches to Tulear, the extent of the tides and
other information useful for effecting an amphibious landing. It was decided that two companies of the Pretoria Regiment together with
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some additional troops would sail for Tulear on
the Empire Pride, escorted by HMS Birmingham and two destroyers. The force would be
known as ENCOL, a contraction of Engelbrecht Column, a popular way of designating
forces.1 At this stage General Platt asked how
long it would take Lt.-Col. Engelbrecht to
transfer his troops to the ship. Lt.-Col. Engelbrecht indicated that I should reply and I said,
'two hours'. When it was suggested that I was
being a little optimistic, I answered, 'You do
not know our Colonel and you do not know
what our Regiment can do'. This settled the
matter and we were told to arrange for immediate embarkation. It was also ordered that Lt.Col. Engelbrecht and Captain F. P. Kightley (a
nephew of the Boer Scout, Danie Theron)
should travel on HMS Birmingham so that they
could plan the landing at Tulear with Admiral
Tennant.2
At this point General Platt showed me a
map of the town of Tulear, showing the position of the wireless station, the banks, post office and other important centres. He explained
that our first task would be to secure the wireless station. He expressed the hope that Tulear would be captured without fighting but
that, if there were no alternative, force should
be used. As far as the local inhabitants and
officials were concerned, I was free to use my
discretion. He wanted no prisoners of war because he lacked facilities to care for them.
Preferably only regular soldiers, likely to cause
trouble later, should be imprisoned, unless
they showed that they were ready to cooperate.
Before leaving him, I reminded him that
the Pretoria Regiment had had no amphibious
training. He replied that, during the three days'
voyage, the Regiment would be properly
trained for the Operation. We then took our
leave.
The Regiment's two companies embarked in the afternoon of the 25th and we left
harbour early on the morning of September
26th. By this time, I had been equipped with a
political officer whose task would be the civil
administration of the captured territory. The
(Continued on page 25)

Men of the 7th South African Brigade approaching Diego Suarez at the end of their
ocean crossing from South Africa.
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Admiral lived in his day cabin on the bridge for
the voyage and gave me his stateroom, which
I shared with Captain Percy Kightley, a live
wire, with plenty of drive and determination.
The Regiment's second-in-command, Major D.
J. Louw, and the adjutant sailed on the Empire
Pride with the Regiment.
Captain McKenzie recalls: "Even before
we left harbour on the 26th, Major Louw had
been ordered to have the men trained in the
use of landing craft. Royal Navy and British
Army officers accompanying the Regiment
gave this training. By the time we reached Tulear, the men had become expert at handling
the unfamiliar vessels. One of the British officers casually mentioned to me that the War Office was awaiting with interest the result of the
landing, with a view to similar landings later in
the war. It was his task to furnish a detailed
report on the operation for this purpose. I little
realized the significance of his remarks then."
During the three-day voyage, the Admiral and I planned in detail our combined operation, code named 'Operation Rose'. At Admiral
Tennant's suggestion, 200 of his Royal Marines were placed under my command for the
landing. We agreed that the following action
would be taken on arrival at Tulear:
A message to be sent to the highest
French official in Tulear, the 'Chef de Region',
ordering him not to fire but to withdraw his
troops from their positions to the barracks.
Should they resist, the Naval vessels would
fire on Tulear.
The two Walrus planes to reconnoitre
the area of Tulear, especially the roads from
the west.
Captain Sheard with 'A' Company to
establish the initial beachhead, followed by the
Royal Marines, with Captain Dredge and his
company in reserve on board ship.
The naval guns to be kept in readiness
to give support. I would stay on the Birmingham initially to designate the targets to be
shelled.
Once the beachhead had been established, the wireless station captured and it had
become clear that there would be no resistance; the troops would take control of the
banks and other important establishments, as
a safety measure in case of riots. Meanwhile
Battalion headquarters would be established
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ashore.
The proclamation of martial law was an
essential part of our plan for subduing Tulear
and it was the responsibility of our political officer, Captain Mortimer, an Oxford Don in
peacetime, to prepare it. He confessed, however, that he had forgotten to obtain General
Platt's signature to it before we left. Despite
my having no authority at all, I was quite happy to sign the document on behalf of His Majesty King George VI. To my knowledge, the
Sovereign suffered no inconvenience from my
doing so - and nor did we.
Working with Admiral Tennant was very
pleasant, with goodwill prevailing during all our
discussions. We only differed on the employment of the Navy's guns. He inclined to the
idea of bombarding the town, if there were resistance, while I disagreed and thought that
the heavy artillery should be used exclusively
in support of the troop-landings. Our conversations ranged beyond the immediate task, with
the Admiral questioning me closely about
South African conditions and personalities.
Once he asked me where my father
had been during the South African War. I told
him that he had fought for the Republics, and
was wounded in Natal and that my grandfather
who had been 'Volksraadslid' for Standerton
was killed in action against the British. Why in
that case, the Admiral asked did my father
support the British against Hitler? My reply
was that my father was a supporter of Generals Botha and Smuts, his old comrades in
arms. When the Second World War started,
Smuts had sent a messenger, Dawie Erasmus, to ask for his support. He replied, "Tell
General Smuts the British must win this war,
but I hope that, before they do, the Germans
give them a good kick in the pants.” When I
returned to South Africa later, I was told that
Admiral Tennant had taken great pleasure in
repeating this story to a group of Members of
Parliament in Cape Town. At all events, our
relationship was good enough for him to show
me his confidential report on the evacuation of
Dunkirk, in which he had played an important
part, as well as his even more interesting reports on the Japanese sinking of the Prince of
Wales and the Repulse, which he commanded.
As we neared Tulear a boat fetched
(Continued on page 26)
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Major Louw and Captain McKenzie from the
Empire Pride. On HMS Birmingham, I gave
them my orders for the operation. I warned
Major Louw against dispersing the troops too
widely before I could join them to take personal tactical command ashore, should there be a
fight.
Our little fleet entered Tulear harbour at
06:30 on September 29th. The picture was
one of brooding silence. Nothing could be
seen moving. Later we discovered how lucky
we had been, when a French resident of Tulear told Major Louw that a coast gun had
been emplaced on the beach below his
house. When he saw the ships, he ran down
to the gun, arriving as the Malgache NCO was
ordering fire to be opened on the nearest ship.
Only with difficulty, did the French civilian succeed in dissuading the NCO from inviting retaliation from the cruiser's guns.
The whole operation ran like clockwork,
even though the armoured cars stuck in the
mud. As soon as the amphibious landing craft
(ALC) touched the beach, it was clear that
there would be no resistance. Nevertheless,
all the drills were followed in case of deception
by the French. The first ALC, carrying one
section from 'A' Company, beached 200 yards
north of the pier, and the troops ran through
about 200 yards of water to establish a beachhead, as the other ALCs followed some 800
yards behind with the remainder of 'A' Company, a platoon of 'B' Company to act as a landing fatigue, and then the Royal Marines.
While 'A' Company consolidated the
beach-head, one platoon went to the wireless
station which they captured before 0900
hours.
The Marines, under the command of
Captain Forrest, went west of the road, leading from the pier to the market, and, while covering the sea front, occupied several government buildings. In the meantime, another platoon, commanded by 'A' Company's commander, advanced in a line between the town
and the wireless station to the Malgache barracks.
At the barracks, only about 30 Malgache soldiers remained under the command
of a French lieutenant. Across the road from
the barracks, 'A' Company discovered a camp
of Tirailleurs (light infantry). Here there were
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about 50 Tirailleurs commanded by a commandant (major). No resistance was offered
and all the troops were made prisoner in the
barracks.
I followed close on the heels of the
landing and, immediately after my arrival, a
message from the wireless station was intercepted. It said simply, "Anglaises landed in
Tulear" (in French, of course). It was the last
message before the station was captured, but
it was enough to put us on our guard against
counter attacks.
Patrols were immediately sent out to
gain information as to what the interior concealed. One patrol went along the road Tulear
-Maroala for 15 miles. It encountered no opposition, although it found a portable wireless
transmitter hidden in a native hut. This was
put out of action. Telegraph and telephone
wires had already been cut the day ENCOL
landed. A second patrol went to St Augustin to
search for a detachment of troops along the
road, but they had fled. North of the town,
some Tirailleurs were found by a patrol and
taken prisoner. Below the Chef de Region's
house, another patrol captured an 80 mm
mountain gun (made in 1878) and ammunition, the gun crews fleeing on seeing the
South Africans. During daylight, the Walrus
aircraft searched the road approaching Tulear.
I ordered Major Louw to make contact
immediately with the Chef de Region (a sort of
provincial or district administrator), the Maireadministrateur (a sort of mayor-cum-townmanager), the Commandant de Police and
other officials, and to place them under guard
so that our political officer could not get at
them. The reason for this I shall explain later.
Next, I visited the barracks. Having
seen the prisoners safely guarded, I left them
for a while and went to the airfield. The French
who had scattered large tree stumps over the
runways had rendered this unusable. Having
given orders for the airfield to be cleared, I returned to battalion headquarters.
At headquarters, Major Louw was waiting to tell me that the Chef de Region and other officials and leading personalities were
waiting in the Chef's office. The task I now set
myself was to persuade the civil authorities to
continue administering the area, for it was beyond our strength and capacity to do so. I had
(Continued on page 27)
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previously discovered that the British political officers, whose task
this really was,
had bungled the
job badly elsewhere.
Their
method was to
ask the officials
directly whether Allied Forces landing at Tamatave
they were pro-De
Gaulle or pro-Petain and to throw out the lat- tion in their own interests. My only condition
ter. It seemed to me that it would naturally be was that, if anyone should act in a manner
difficult for officials who had been serving Vi- harmful to my force, he would be severely
chy up to that moment and whose country's dealt with by the military authorities. I also
politics were so confused, to reply immediately waived minor restrictions, such as the possesthat they were pro-De Gaulle. It was natural sion of cameras, and then let them discuss my
that hostility would be aroused, and the politi- terms. After a short discussion, all the officials
cal officers would fail to secure any co- agreed to co-operate. When the Commandant
operation at all.
de Police pointed out that his district police
I sent for the political officer to act now had been disarmed, I ordered Major Louw to
only as my interpreter. It was clear that my return their weapons.
hand was strengthened by General Platt havCertain other details were arranged
ing authorised me to appease the French with the Chef de Region, and then the political
once Tulear was taken. The political officer officer proved his goodwill by distributing unwas to say only what I told him to say.
obtainable food and other necessities. Finally,
I started with a short speech, telling the the band of HMS Birmingham performed in
French officials how I regretted the lowering of the town square that night.
their national flag and the hoisting of my counOn the following morning, I went to the
try's flag in its place. (This had once happened barracks to see the military prisoners-of-war
in my own country and I knew how it sad- paraded. Most were Malgache colonial troops
dened people!). I explained that it was the with French reservists as officers and NCOs. I
custom for troops to do this after conquering a asked them whether they wished to continue
city, and that we were there not to conquer being soldiers. If they did, they would have to
Madagascar, but only to forestall the Japa- go across the blue waters, and I pointed out
nese. So saying, I told them that the French the ships to them. If they did not, I was agreeTricolor could again be hoisted alongside the able to releasing them on parole. I promised
South African flag. (In spite of being part of a that their wages would be paid up to date. (My
British force, we took care to raise only the promise was carried out with money taken
South African flag, not the Union Jack.) I saw from the barracks safe and which, the French
that this had a visible effect on the Frenchmen commanding officers told me, was military
who had been looking both downcast and hos- funds. The unused portion of the money was
tile.
deposited in a local bank to the account of the
Next Captain McKenzie read the proc- British government.) The soldiers were quite
lamation, instituting martial law, to the officials, amenable to my suggestions, so that I now
and it was pointed out that the British govern- had the co-operation of the whole town.
ment guaranteed their salaries. I assured
Once I had ensured the co-operation of
them that I was not interested in whether they the French, I allowed the banks to re-open,
were pro-De Gaulle or pro-Petain; I was only and I withdrew the pickets. One of the managinterested in carrying on the civil administra(Continued on page 28)
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ers told me that an official of his bank had
gone to Tananarive to fetch a large
amount of cash, and he asked that the
man be allowed to re-enter Tulear. Captain O. G. Sheard was detailed to arrange
his safe return. At the same time, when a
friendly Frenchman confided in me that he
had buried all his money, I reminded him
that my proclamation provided for its confiscation, if it were found. He was thus
happy to take my advice and redeposit it
at once. The course of action I chose was
designed always to placate the French
whose feelings were particularly sensitive, South African soldiers standing around one of the
regarding the defeats they had suffered. Armoured cars
Even when the Mayor, who was most unfriendly towards us, complained that our when the Chef de Region, after watching our
'tanks' (i.e. armoured cars) were damaging his conduct and after satisfying himself that
streets, I gravely assured him that I would France's honour was safe, offered Admiral
speak to the officer in command of the 'tanks'. Tennant and me the use of his official car for
Although I never did bother to do so, the the execution of our duties.
Mayor was a little more friendly after that.
Planning and executing an amphibious
We were surprised at the lack of re- landing had been an exhilarating experience.
sistance, but accidentally the Chef de Region The operation, according to a cable from Adlet on that 10 days before our landing, 200 miral Tennant to General Smuts, was probably
troops had been despatched inland and more the first made up exclusively of South African
had left for Ihosy on September 27th. It was troops and Royal Navy and Marines. The Adsurprising that they had left, because defen- miral reported that, with a little more practice,
sive positions had been laid out on the beach he believed that the Navy would make us
overlooking the bay and, along all the roads to completely web-footed.
the town, trees had been laid as roadblocks,
but there had been no demolition of installa- This article is used with acknowledgement to
tions.
the Military History Journal of the South AfriThe crowning reward for the goodwill can Military History Society
that we managed to secure was demonstrated

Unit Sport Day
Lt Col Hansie Yzelle

T

he School of Armour sport committee decided on a Inter Wing Sport Day at the beginning of the year in order to build esprit de
corps, identify sport men and ladies and most
important to lay a foundation for the 2013
sport year. This day was held on Wednesday
20 March 2013 at the Bloemfontein Military
Sport Grounds.
The following 5 teams participated:
A – RHQ, Education, Training and Development Wing, External Training Team, Simulation Centre, Research and Development and
the Museum personnel.

B - Support Wing.
C - Advance Training Wing.
D - Armour Training Wing.
E - Driving and Maintenance Centre.
The teams participated in soccer and
volleyball against each other. The competition
was tough and teams displayed good spirit,
attitude and commitment. The Armour Training Wing won the soccer and Support Wing
won the volleyball. Further, Support Wing won
the trophy for the best team as well as for the
team with the best spirit.
(Continued on page 29)
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The day ended with a netball match between a men’s team and a ladies team which
was won by the ladies.
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The attitude and commitment displayed
by each and every participant was a clear indication that School of Armour will once again
perform above expectations on the sport field
during 2013.

School of Armour members gathered for roll call and Lt Col J.P. Yzelle, the Sport Officer, addresses the unit.

Members of the different wings playing soccer. S/Sgt E.L. Kruger showing off his moves.
The monsters, or should that be cheerleaders of Support Wing,
hire them to scare the children! Especially the one on the left!
Maj L.G. Sefelane and S/Sgt S.A. van der Ross were the referees for the day.
Support Wing’s message to the Unit!
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The new netball team of the unit.
After the soccer it was Volleyball - “Reach for that ball!”
Lt Col J.P. Yzelle with the new “ladies” of the unit, enough to give you nightmares!

D

Bloemfontein Military Sport Club’s 2013 Sports Days

uring the Sport Days that was held on 21
and 22 May 2013, the School of Armour
came second with a seven (7) point’s difference to the Army Support Base Bloemfontein.
Keep in mind that the School of Armour
is one of the smallest units competing; one
would say that this result is outstanding. Responsible sport representatives and committed
sportsmen and women who never gave up resulted in this performance.
Sportsmen and women will never be
Angling
1st
Bowls
1st
Tennis
1st
Road Running
2nd
Practical Shooting
2nd
Pistol Shooting
2nd
Combat Rifle Shooting
2nd

satisfied with a second place and therefore we
did a proper analysis in which we had identified our shortcomings for future competitions.
Appreciation is expressed to all the
dedicated men and woman of the Unit that
worked very hard to contribute to the success
of the School of Armour during the Sport
Day’s.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!!!!!
Volleyball
Squash
Badminton
Darts
Road Walking
Golf
Pool
Soccer

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMITMENT AND HARD WORK!

2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th
7th
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Celebration of Youth Month
Lt Col PP Shingange
embers of School of Armour celebrated
National Youth Month by visiting the
most popular tourist attraction in South Africa,
Soweto.

M

Members of School of Armour and 1 SA Tank
Regt at Credo Mutwa’s Village. Behind it is a
green statue of Mother Earth.
Members of School of Armour and 1 SA Tank
Regt at Nelson Mandela’s house, Vilakazi
Street.

War College Visit
Lt S.M. Blignault
n the morning of 16 April 2013, students of the Senior Command and
Staff Duties course at the War College visited our unit to learn more about the Armour. The three Armour units gave a 40minute presentation each in Little Willy to
the students to give them more insight
about Armour. After the presentations, a
panel consisting of the three Officers Commanding answered all the questions the
students had about the presentations.

O

They were busy until lunchtime and had a
light lunch before they departed to their
next destination. They were very enthusiastic about what they learnt about the Armour.

School of
Armour

A Centre of Training Excellence

From the Editor’s desk

Lt Col P.P. Shingange
Private Bag X40004,
t was a great pleasure for me to perfect. Reading other peoples
Tempe, 9318
co-ordinate and edit this issue work, will also help you in sharpof Corbadus, the first issue since ening your writing skills. Reading
Frans Steynberg Street,
December 2009. I am very happy and writing is important to everyTempe Military Base,
that I have volunteered to be the one in this Department of DeBloemfontein
Corbadus chief editor. I have fence, but it must start with officPhone: +27 (0) 51 402 1700
learned a lot in leadership (a ers. It is disappointing to learn
Fax: +27 (0) 51 402 1701
leader make his followers to do how officers are scared to write or
E-mail:
armourschool@mweb.co.za
what they think they cannot do or find writing unpleasant. Make a
do not like to do, the power of difference in that small office you
persuasion).
are sitting and encourage reading
I received a lot of re- and writing. It will contribute tresistance from the members of mendously in our Department of
School of Armour in writing arti- Defence.
cles on what they do and how
I would like to thank everythey contribute to School of Ar- one who has contributed in makmour, but I managed to persuade ing this Corbadus issue a sucsome members and other mem- cess by writing articles and by enVisit the SA Armour Museum bers are still refusing to write arti- couraging writing. Not forgetting
@
cles. I would like to encourage to thank WO 1 Dennis Green for
www.saarmourmuseum.co.za
members of the School of Armour assisting me in editing this Corand those who will be reading this badus issue, I truly learned a lot
issue of Corbadus to write when- from him.
ever you get an opportunity to
May you enjoy reading this
write something. Officers in the issue and hope you will gain
whole SANDF must be able to something from reading it. The
write. Writing skills are acquired next issue will be publishing in
by writing repeatedly. It will not be January 2014 as the December
perfect the first time, but the more 2013 issue.
you do it the more it becomes

I

There was also time for a little bit of fun at the Unit Work Session
Writing for Corbadus
Please submit your article in MS Word or OpenOffice Writer, font Arial 12
and language English South Africa. Indicate in the document where the photographs
and sketches should be, but supply the photographs and sketches separately. CSW
rules do not apply.
Disclaimer. The Editor nor any unit member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any
article and/or drawing contained in this journal. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of
the Editor, any member of the editorial committee or other members of the unit. If copyright is infringed, it
is not intentional but, is published as a free service to members of the School of Armour and friends of the
unit and is not for profit or gain.

